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“Grade: a number,
letter, etc., indicating
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student’s work in a
course, examination, or
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mark.”
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along they were being guided

something about being graded

not by their own interests, but

that feels like a judgment on

by the teacher’s grades.

who I am. It’s challenging to set
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aside my feelings and see the

larly difficult for those students

grade or the points as helpful

who are apprehensive either

feedback.

about the class or about exams.

After being in the real

As one friend told me, “In the

world for quite a while – as

college classes I liked, I got

opposed to the school world – I

good grades. And in the classes

can say that the managers I’ve

where I struggled, getting a low

had aren’t giving me grades.

grade made the class even

They are letting me learn from

worse.” He also commented on

my mistakes and they are

how difficult a participation
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my work because it is my job,
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found

a

KidsPoll/KidsHealth

recent

because it interests me and

survey

because

they

respect
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that showed that of the 1004 9-

enough to trust me. I wish my

to-13-year-olds

teachers could do the same.

polled,

“53%

worried daily or weekly about
whether their hard work will
garner an A or an F” (www.
akronchildrens.org/press/healt
h/2004/back2school.html).
After being in school for
the last year and a half, I can
completely

understand

this

worry. And it isn’t just about
the grade itself – there is
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